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Report Preparation Instructions
The Report is the first annual CSR report released by Fibocom Wireless Inc. In the principle
of being objective, standardized, transparent and comprehensive, the Report discloses the
practice and performance of Fibocom Wireless Inc. in CSR fields related to the environment,
society and governance in 2020.

Report scope
The Report is an annual one, covering relevant data from January 1 to December 31, 2020. To be
more comparable, part of the contents involve data in previous years and 2021.
The Report covers Fibocom Wireless Inc. and its subsidiaries.

Preparation basis
GRI Standards.

Report explanation
Fibocom Wireless Inc. guarantees the Report does not contain any false records or
misunderstanding statements, and the collection process and calculation method for the data
contained are both consistent with the same indicators disclosed in its annual report. The
monetary amounts involved in the Report are denominated in RMB, unless otherwise specified.
To facilitate expression and reading, Fibocom Wireless Inc. is also referred to as “Fibocom”,
the "Company" or "we" in the Report.

How to obtain the Report
The Report is provided in the electronic version. You can visit our official website (https://www.
fibocom.com/) to download the e-report and obtain more information about our CSR related to
the environment, society and governance.
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Chairman’s Address
Upholding Our Choice and Pursuing Excellence
With opportunities arising from the digital world and smart
society in the new era, the Internet of things has exerted
increasingly profound and extensive influence on people's
lives. As an industry-leading wireless communication
module manufacturer, Fibocom, shouldering the mission of
"focusing on customer demand, providing safe and stable
wireless connection and convenient services, lowering
operating cost and maximizing values for customers", has
been committed to module R&D with the focus on the IoT
industry for the past two decades.
We always adhere to the core values of "customer
orientation, team work, being pragmatic and responsible,
and innovative learning", and work to realize the vision of
"enriching the smart life". With our self-developed highperformance wireless communication modules, we provide
reliable, convenient, safe and intelligent IoT communication
solutions for various industries, and have accumulated rich
experience in M2M and IoT communication.

Chairman of Fibocom

Peter Zhang

We always cherish the idea of serving customers. We’ve
set up several branches or subsidiaries around the world,
boasting global sales networks and easily available local
services. We’ve constantly increased input in R&D in the last
years, with the annual R&D expenses not less than 8% of our
sales revenue. We’ve obtained a number of technological
patents, as we know only with excellent products and
technologies can we help customers maximize values.
We stick to growing with employees. We’ve established
a scientific HR management system and elaborately

designed growth channels for college graduates, cadres
and professional talents, so as to provide employees with
a bigger room for growth and an international platform
for development. We also offer excellent employees with
material incentives including stock ownership and spiritual
awards for joint practice and benefits.
We uphold growing with investors for common success.
With regulated, steady and robust operation, we recorded
increases in both performance and profits after listing in
2017, with the 3-year CAGRs both exceeding 50%. Our stock
price far outperformed the market, and our information
disclosure rating is Grade A for three years in a row.
We actively fulfill our social responsibility, and work to ensure
the coordination between economic benefits and social
benefits and between short-term benefits and long-term
benefits and achieve the harmony between the Company
and employees and between the Company and the society.
We take active part in social welfare undertakings, serving
as the vice chairman of the district-level charity association.
We set up the "Fibocom Elite Students Scholarship” at the
Education Foundation of Xidian University, and constantly
fund the Fibocom Pearl Class" at Bama Senior High School
in Guangxi Province.
Looking into the future, we’ll still have a long way to go. We
appreciate our partners and people from all walks of life for
their trust and support. We’ll stick to our choice and pursue
excellence, forging ahead to build a wonderful world in
which "connectivity and trust are enabled everywhere".
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Company Profile
Fibocom was founded in 1999 and headquartered in Shenzhen, with the R&D

Fibocom is located at the network layer in the IoT industrial chain, and involves

center set up in Xi’an. It’s dedicated to providing global customers with industry-

fields crossed with the perception layer, dedicated to the design, R&D and sales

leading wireless communication module products and IoT application solutions.

of wireless communication modules and the communication solutions for

In 2017, Fibocom became the first listed wireless communication module

related industries.

manufacturer in China, with the stock code as 300638. The Company has

Our main products include 2G、3G、4G、5G、NB-IOT wireless communication

subsidiaries and offices in North America, Europe, India, Taiwan, Hong Kong,

modules and the communication solutions based on industrial application, and

Beijing, Shanghai, Nanjing, Hangzhou and Fuzhou, which form a worldwide

enable data connectivity and intelligence by being integrated into various types

R&D, marketing and technical service network.

of IoT devices. During the reporting period, our products were widely applied to

Since its founding, Fibocom has been committed to popularizing the application
of IoT and mobile Internet related wireless communication technologies and
their solutions, and built strong R&D strengths in communication technologies,

mobile payment, mobile Internet, Internet of vehicles, intelligent power grids,
security monitoring, intelligent home supplies, smart cities and some other IoT
fields.

RF technologies, data transmission technologies and signal processing

Fibocom is committed to popularizing reliable, convenient, safe and intelligent

technologies. Fibocom is a specialized product and solution provider with

wireless communication solutions in every IoT application scenario, so as to

independent IPRs in wireless communication technologies.

deliver users with perfect wireless experience and enrich their smart life.

Fibocom: Leading Global Provider of IoT Wireless Solutions and Wireless Modules

20+years

IoT Pioneer
Founded in1999

2020

397

$

Million Revenue $41 million
Net Profit

60%R&D Staff

Global 1000+ Employees

First
Stock Listed inChina
Stock Code:300638

Fortune500
Global Fortune 500
customers

Globalization
Headquarters:
Shenzhen, China
Presence in 100+ countries
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Internet of Things Architecture

Application
Energy

Aggregation

Home/Health

Security

Retail

OS

Connectivity Management
Platform

ACPC

Agriculture

Device Management
Platform

IIOT

Auto/
Transportation

Application
Development Platform

Carriers’ Networks：2/3/4/5G/NB-IoT/eSIM/SIM card

Network

Chipset2
Extended
Network

Telecommunicat
ion network

Extended
Network

Baseband chipset；RF chipset；Control chipset；Storage chipset
Speaker chipset ……

Wireless Module： 2/3/4/5G/NB-IoT/eSIM
Chipset1
System chipset；Sensor chipset；GNSS chipset ……

Perception

smart device

QR code
scanner

GNSS Tracker

Physical
Sensor

Chemical
Sensor

Biological
Sensor
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Globalized Positioning and localized Operation

R&D center

Subsidiaries and Regional Offices

Reseller

Xi’an
Austin, US

Tokyo, Japan

Munich, Germany

St.Paul, Brazi

Taipei
Bangalore

Shenzhen – HQ, R&D

Australia

3000+customers in 100+ countries. 1000+employees of multiple nationalities.
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Vision
Enriching the smart life

Mission
Focusing on customer demand,
providing safe and stable wireless
connection and convenient
services, lowering operating
cost and maximizing values for
customers.

Values
Customer orientation, team work,
being pragmatic and responsible,
and innovative learning
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State of Operation
In 2020, Fibocom continued with innovation and

Indicator descriptions

further advanced high-quality development.
In 2020, the Company realized RMB2743.5782

Operating revenue (RMB1 million)

million of operating revenues and RMB283.6233
million of net profits attributable to the

Net profits attributable to the shareholders of the
listed company (RMB1 million)

shareholders of the listed company. As of the end

Basic earnings per share (RMB1 per share)

of 2020, the total assets totaled RMB2920.4716

Total assets (RMB1 million)

43.26%

2019

2743.5782

1915.0709

43.26%

1249.1011

283.6233

170. 0747

66.76%

86.7969

1.17

0.78

50.00%

0.72

End of 2020 End of 2019

million.

YoY growth

Growth from 2020
to 2019

2020

YoY growth

2920.4716

66.76%

Growth from 2020
to 2019

2054.1636

42.17%

YoY growth

2018

End of 2018
1002.9109

42.17%
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Milestones in 2020

Upon the outbreak of the COVID-19 epidemic in early 2020, Fibocom strictly
implemented the epidemic prevention and control policies of the State, set up an
epidemic prevention and control group headed by the Board Chairman at the earliest
time possible, and ensured the safety of employees worldwide and the resumption
of production through diverse forms and measures. Fibocom became one of the first
enterprises that resumed production in Shenzhen and Xi’an, as well as a benchmark
enterprise in epidemic prevention and control in Shenzhen and Xi’an.
In 2020, Fibocom saw all the branches and subsidiaries complete comprehensive
upgrade of IT systems like ERP and PLM, which laid a sound foundation for the
Company’s further deployment of digital operation.
In January 2020, Fibocom established Shanghai FAIOT Co., Ltd., a subsidiary
dedicated to the R&D of products in intelligence and networking fields to deliver
global customers with high-end complete machine ODM services.
In July 2020, Fibocom strategically invested in Xi’an Link-Sci Co., Ltd. to focus on IoV
C-V2X applications and accelerate the deployment of 5G IoV.
In August 2020, Fibocom was listed by Securities Times among the Top 50 ChiNextListed Enterprises by Values and Top 10 ChiNext-Listed Enterprises by Growth.
In October 2020, Fibocom’s headquarters was moved to Shenzhen International Inno
Valley located in Luixiandong, Nanshan District, covering a total area of 10,000 m2,
which greatly improved the working conditions for employees.
In November 2020, Fibocom completed the acquisition of Sierra’s global vehiclemounted front-end module business (20% of shares in the global vehicle-mounted
module market) and set up its wholly-owned subsidiary Ruiling to enlarge the
vehicle-mounted module customer base and expand global presence.

11
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Milestones in 2020

In 2020, Fibocom realized an operating revenue of RMB2.744 billion, up 43.26% YoY,
which included an overseas operating revenue of RMB1.87 billion, rising by 61.37%
YoY and accounting for 68.17% of the total. It recorded a net profit of RMB284 million,
up 66.76% YoY and showing a strong momentum of growth.
In 2020, Fibocom was honored the "Specialized, Refined, Distinctive and Innovative
SME of Guangdong Province"by the Department of Industry and Information
Technology of Guangdong Province and the "Little Specialized, Refined, Distinctive
and Innovative Giant" by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of
China.
In 2020, Fibocom was honored the "New Technology, New Product and New
Application Innovation Award" by the Organizing Committee of the World Internet of
Things Exposition.
In 2020, Fibocom was rated as the best 5G module partner of China Unicom, a
member unit of China Mobile 5G Device Forerunner Industry Alliance, a member
unit of Telecommunication Terminal Industry Forum Association, a member unit of
China Association of Communication Enterprises, a member unit of the Internet of
Things Association of Guangdong Province, a member unit of Shenzhen Automotive
Electronics Industry Association, a member unit of Shenzhen Intelligent Security
Chamber, a governing unit of Zhejiang 5G Industry Alliance and the founding vice
president unit of Shenzhen Internet of Things Industry Association.
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Corporate Governance and Compliance Operation
The Company’s risk management system consists of the Board of Directors, Legal Department, Audit Department and other functional departments.
The Board of Directors is responsible for advancing the building of the Company’s risk management system and supervising the effectiveness of its implementation, and
takes charge of the daily management of the Company’s risk management institution and processes together with other functional departments.
The overall goal for risk management is to identify and avoid risks through risk confirmation and identification processes, and prevent the further expansion of the risks that
already occurred and stop similar risks from occurring again through risk control and emergency measures.
The basic processes for risk management include four parts, i.e. the development and implementation of risk management strategies, risk prevention and assessment, risk
monitoring, and risk disposal.

Risk Monitoring
The Company set up an internal audit organ under the Audit Committee, namely
the Audit Department, which independently carries out work under the guidance
of the Audi Committee, and is responsible to and reports to the Audit Committee.
Based on the actual conditions of the Company, the Audit Department assesses
the effectiveness of internal control and risk management, the authenticity and
completeness of financial information and the efficiency and effects of operating
activities, so as to prevent and control risks across the Company.
The Company developed the Internal Audit System of Fibocom Wireless Inc. to
monitor operating risks and secure sound risk management.

Management of Anti-Corruption and Anti-Commercial
Bribery Behaviors among Employees
The Company requires itself and its senior management, directors and employees
to observe all the applicable anti-corruption and anti-commercial bribery laws
and regulations, as well as all the provisions concerning anti-corruption and anticommercial bribery in documents like the Employees’ Manual and the Internal
Audit System of Fibocom Wireless Inc.
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Supplier/Partner Screening and Assessment
The Company has always attached importance to the screening and assessment of
suppliers/partners. It generally requires the presentation of business licenses and
permits and searches for relevant lawsuits and punishments. It requires suppliers
to fill in information investigation forms, disclose information about the conflicts
of interests, and sign the agreements on anti-commercial bribery. It organizes
screening and assessment. If a supplier/partner fails to meet the requirements, the
Company will refuse to trade or stop trading with the supplier/partner depending
on actual circumstances.
To promote fair market competition and anti-monopoly, Fibocom strictly abides by
laws and regulations including the Company Law and the Anti-Unfair Competition
Law. It operates honestly, competes fairly, works to improve technical levels and
operation & management capabilities, and resolutely bans unfair competition
and monopolistic practices. In 2020, Fibocom was involved in no dispute or
investigation in fair competition or anti-monopoly fields, making outstanding
contribution to the efforts to create a sound industrial environment.

Social and Economic Compliance Data
For three consecutive years, the Company has not been involved in any legal
lawsuits related to monopoly or unfair competition, or been fined/sanctioned for
the violence against laws or regulations in social and economic fields.
For three consecutive years, the Company has not been involved in any product or
service information or logo problems or marketing malpractice.
In 2020, the Company saw no corruption or bribery cases of any form, fulfilling the
target of zero corruption and zero bribery cases.
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Analysis of Material Issues
We attach great importance to the expectations and appeals of
and industrial updates and based on the actual conditions of the Company,
we identified the material issues that have relatively big influence on the
Company and its stakeholders from two perspectives, i.e. the importance
to Fibocom, and the importance to stakeholders, using the model for
the analysis of material CSR issues. Furthermore, we identified the key
information to be disclosed in the report and the focuses of our work related
to the environment, society and governance in the future.
Based on international standards like GRI Standards and the Company’s

Importance to stakeholders

stakeholders. In 2020, in combination with hotspot issues, national policies

· Protection of employees’
rights and interests
· Employee training and
development
· Data safety and privacy
· Environmental impact
management
· Health and safety

· Technological innovation and
development
· Product quality and reliability
· Corporate governance and
development

· Customer service
· Community welfare
· Cooperation with colleges

practice and in combination with our communication with stakeholders in
the past year, we sorted out the material CSR issues related to Fibocom,

Importance to Fibocom

formed a material issue analysis matrix, and identified six material issues
with a higher level of importance.
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Communication with stakeholders
We have always valued the
communication with parties from all

Stakeholders

sectors of the society, and worked
to build a diversified mechanism
for communication. By learning

Compliance operation
Protection of the rights and interests of
stakeholders including customers and employees
Steady operation of products
Driving economic growth

Participation in relevant meetings
Communication with industrial associations and other
organizations

Shareholders and
investors

The Company’s management level and
development potential
Financial performance
Corporate governance and risk control
Communication and interactions with investors

Regular information disclosure
Shareholders’ meetings

Customers

Quality product performance
Information safety and privacy protection
Green product criteria
Timely and efficient customer service

Cost-effective products and services
Regular communication (Such as customer visits)
High-quality exhibitions
Third-party trainings
Customer satisfaction

Suppliers and
partners

Anti-corruption and anti- commercial bribery
Financial status
Lasting and steady cooperation
Fair, just and open
Transparent procurement environment

Annual supplier conference
Supplier training
Site review and communication
Regular visits
High-level mutual visits

Employees

Rights and interests
Employee remuneration
Professional career
Employee health and safety
Office environment

Organization atmosphere survey
Website and forum
President's mailbox
Face-to-face Talks with senior management and some
other internal activities
Employee training

Communities and
public welfare
organizations

Caring for environmental Protection
Building harmonious communities
Promoting public welfare undertakings

Communication with communities
Organization and implementation of public welfare
activities

Universities and
research institute

Promoting scientific research and innovation
Training industrial talents
Strengthening cooperation

Improving team and talent quality
Strengthening scientific research and innovation efforts
Building cooperation projects and platforms
Providing internship and scientific research bases

the varying appeals of stakeholders
channels, we can not only solve
problems in a timely manner, but also
promote the sustained development
of the Company. We also cherish
opinions and suggestions about
Fibocom’s development from all
sectors of the society, and hope we
can seize development opportunities
together.

Forms and expression of communication

Government and
regulator

about and actively responding to
in the CSR field through different

Key issues
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The New
Ecology amid
the COVID-19
Epidemic
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Efficient Resumption of Work and Production

The New IoT Ecology amid the COVID-19 Epidemic

After the outbreak of the COVID-19 epidemic, Fibocom set up an

On February 20, the first livestreaming exchange meeting themed the

epidemic prevention and control group headed by the Board

"New IoT Ecology amid the COVID-19 Epidemic" was successfully held

Chairman at the earliest time possible.
Before relevant authorities launched the online declaration system,
Fibocom independently designed an employee health declaration
system to follow employees’ health status on a daily basis, and

online.
Fibocom launched the online exchanges themed "pulling strengths through
communication and contributing to the fight against COVID-19".

required declaration by all employees.

With "enriching the smart life"as the vision, Fibocom provides cutting-edge

With the application for the resumption of work approved, Fibocom

5G/4G/3G/2G, NB-IoT, intelligent wireless communication modules and IoT

became one of the first enterprises that resumed work in Shenzhen

communication solutions.

and Xi’an.
The Company prepared sufficient epidemic prevention supplies and
rolled out a package of employee-oriented measures to ensure
efficient and effective epidemic prevention after production was
resumed. It also encouraged employees to work remotely via

During the epidemic, in fields like wireless medical monitoring, remote
working and automated factories, the strong support of module
manufacturers for wireless communication is essential. Fibocom is also part
of the source of support.

corporate WeChat and office software.

Boyuan wireless multi-parameter monitors with embedded Fibocom 4G

Fibocom resumed work and production at the earliest time possible,

high-speed modules were used in Huoshenshan Hospital, Wuhan.

powerfully supporting customers and the whole supply chain and
winning high praise from customers and parties in all sectors of the
society.

5G incorporates a series of technologies, and, supported by Beidou
location technology, achieves more
accurate location. The non-contact
remote diagnostic robots are adopted
in hospitals for patrol inspection, food
and drug delivery and measuring
of basic data like body temperature,
and can send back high-definition
images on a real-time basis using 5G
technology for remote consultation
with back-office experts.
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Non-contact Self-service Devices Promote Noncontact Economy

Flexible Intelligent Manufacturing amid the
Cross-sectoral Efforts to Fight COVID-19

Fibocom L610 LTE Cat 1 Module provides non-contact self-service

Fibocom FG150 and FM150 5G modules are 5G communication

devices with an integrated wireless networking solution. The flexible

modules released globally, supporting 5G SA and NSA network

wireless networking deployment is the top choice for self-service

structures, and featuring a faster transmission speed, a better

devices.

carrying capacity and a shorter period of network delay. At the
design stage, we gave due consideration to customers’ demand when

Fibocom L610 LTE Cat 1 Module is a LTE-based wireless
communication module specially designed for the application
scenario, providing non-contact self-service devices with steady
network connection.

switching from old product lines to new ones in terms of module RF,
baseband, antenna interface design and software features to support
customers in the fast implementation of 5G products.

Real-time wireless payment is enabled for a lower operating cost.

Server

Settlement

Data transmission

Scan QR codes
/Insert coins

Device integrated with
Fibocom L610

Controller

Fibocom FG150
5G modules

Self-service device
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3

Building Core
Competence
and Creating
an Innovative
Ecology
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R&D and Technological Advantages
The Company is dedicated to popularizing the application of IoT wireless

product development management processes.

communication technologies and their solutions. Relying on rich experience

Our R&D center has established a complete R&D system and a R&D management

accumulated over the past years and the constantly growing R&D team, it has

system that’s in line with our own characteristics, so as to enhance and ensure R&D

built strong R&D strengths and technological advantages in communication

quality through fixed processes. Meanwhile, we also refine the R&D performance

technologies, RF technologies, data transmission technologies and signal

assessment system through systematic data analysis.

processing technologies.

No.

Indicator descriptions

2

R&D input (RMB1 million)

3

Proportion of R&D input to
operating revenue

4

Number of R&D staff

5

Proportion of R&D staff

2020

2019

2018

304.6286

204.3772

110.7622

11.10%

10.67%

8.87%

823

579

396

63.55%

64.26%

57.85%

The Technical Advantages of Products Adapted to Complex
IoT Application Scenarios
① Steady software performance: Different modes of wireless communication
modules developed by the Company can perfectly ensure the reliability and
timeliness of date access and transmission in IoT. Our products can adapt to various
kinds of complex communication network environment, and enable intelligent
network switches and selection.

② We developed product standards higher than the 3GPP specifications.
③ Adaption to complex application scenarios: Targeted at the highly diversified

Constantly Improving R&D System
During the reporting period, the Company saw a growing number of R&D workers.
As of December 31, 2020, the Company had 1,275 employees, of which R&D
workers made up over 60%. Most backbone R&D workers have years of experience
in R&D, and once worked for industry-leading enterprises like Global 500 and
domestic research institutes. Meanwhile, the Company directly recruits college

application scenarios in the IoT industry, we designed the 40°－ 85° superwide temperature scope, 8KV/15KV ESD anti-disturbance performance, an RSE
allowance of over 3db, 88-hour* 7-cycle aging life test and a quality control system
with the production CPK bigger than 1.33. The design enables our products to be
applicable to harsh IoT working environment and ensures continuous work and a
super-long service life.

graduates every year to train new talents for the R&D team.

④ In-depth development: Given the special requirements arising from applications

Over the past years, the Company has actively cooperated with Intel, Qualcomm,

in different IoT related industries, we conducted in-depth development of product

Unisoc and MTK, etc. Besides constant innovation in technologies and products,

functions, which include Jamming, Cell-Lock, Remote-SIM, AGPS, LBS, network

R&D processes are also improved and geared up to internationally advanced

sleep and wakening, etc.
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Customized Services and Development in Collaboration with
Customers
With the constant development of IoT, customers have no longer rested content
with the only function of wireless communication modules as an entrance to IoT;
customers need the modules that integrate perception, front-end data processing
and analysis and data access and transmission. The integration between such
functions and technologies will help lower product cost, make data processing and

still use a uniform communication protocol for customers to enable data switch,
sharing and routing among different communication technologies at customer
devices. Besides, with the progress of CPU processing capabilities and the
development of the intelligent operating system, we’ll further advance the R&D of
open, intelligent and integrated modules based on linux, Android and WIN8/10 as
well as their application in future IoT.

transmission more timely and effective, reduce energy consumption and enhance

State-of-the-art Laboratories

product stability. To do so, our R&D team needs to analyze and sort industrial

We have set up special R&D laboratories, and invested heavily to purchase

specifications and customer needs, so as to not only meet the demand of single
customers, but also expand applications in the industry and render products a new
positioning. On one hand, we actively provide customers with turn-key products
and solutions to help them accelerate the launch of products into market; on
the other hand, we keep developing new technologies and work to improve the
stickiness in customer cooperation.

equipment and introduce professional technicians, so as to satisfy the testing
demand at pre-research and new product development stages and meet customer
expectations at the earliest time possible. Some of the testing capabilities of the
laboratories are listed below:

RF performance test

Power consumption test

Protocol test

Product Differentiation and Innovation Advantages

Signal integrity test

Reliability test

EMC/ESD surge test, etc.

In product design, we adopt shared processors, memories and interfaces, and add

Integration test

Millimeter wave test

data exchange and routing between different modes in software. Meanwhile, we

22
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Abundant R&D Results
As of December 31, 2020, we have obtained 44 invention patents, 43 utility model patents and 52
computer software copyrights on a cumulative basis in the process of developing 2G/3G/4G/5G
communication protocol stack software development technology, the technology of enabling -40° +85° industrial-level product performance, RF calibration control technology, integrated product
development and design technology, interface expansion technology and integrated application
technology related to wireless communication modules and the communication solutions for
the industries they are applied to. Mastering relevant technologies enables the application of our
products to mobile payment, mobile Internet, IoV, intelligent power grids and security monitoring,
and lays a solid foundation for our expansion into more IoT application fields. 。

Regulating IPRs Management to Secure R&D Results
The Legal Department (covering IPRs management) was set up under the Company to manage and
support IPRs related work in various departments and product lines of the Company.
The Company was certified for implementing the Enterprise Intellectual Property Management of
China, established a complete IPRs management system, and released a series of procedural and
institutional documents consistent with the Enterprise Intellectual Property Management, which cover
all parts from R&D and production to sales and after-sales services and involve every aspect from
patent mining, search, litigation and nullification to the protection of technical standards. By doing so,
we have effectively promoted the protection of the Company’s IPRs and achieved sound prevention
and control of operating risks.
In 2020, the Company invested over RMB1 million in IPRs related work, which created huge social
benefits. Since its establishment, the Company has been dedicated to the transfer of patents and thus
developed products with core competence based on independent IPRs. In 2020, Fibocom released
the 5G+eSIM module globally and passed CCC, successfully achieving the transfer of patents and
creating a lot of jobs (at least 5,000 jobs for the local city). Our patented products are widely used in
various fields including mobile payment, IoV, smart cities, smart healthcare and wireless gateways,
significantly improving the experience of high-speed network users and advancing the development
of intelligent power grids, industry 4.0, telemedicine, UAV, autonomous driving and some other
complete machine products of the IoT industry.
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Extensive 5G-driven Application Scenarios
Fibocom Wireless Modules Mapped under 5G

4K/8K Video
Broadcast

Smart
Factory

Robot

Telemedicine

5G Billboard

Smart Grid

5G Digital
Signage

5G OTT box

5G Cloud
Dressing Mirror

5G CPE

5G XR

5G Drone

5G Cloud
Game

ACPC

MBB

MTC

Heavy compute on cloud
5G NR, LTE Cat 4- 20 modules

Light data, Light compute
LTE Cat 1, Cat M, NB-IoT, 3G, 2G Modules

FIBOCOM
Products Mapped under 5G

RLLC

Mobile Compute

Compute on gateway
Automotive modules

Compute on device
Smart Modules

C-V2X
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Empowering IoT application for

30+ industries and leading 5G innovation

Mission-critical services

Massive Internet of Things

Enhanced mobile
broadband

Intelligent

Secure, reliable and
responsive

Extreme speed and capacity

Extreme density, low power,
low cost

Artificial Intelligence, Machine
Learning, Smart POS
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ACPC
Keep being connected
anytime, anywhere
Super-high-speed

Lap Top

PAD

Retail

experiences of on-line
conferences and large-size
data transmission

eReader

Creating a grab-and-go
shopping experience
Dispensing with cost of

EFT POS

Education
PAD

salesperson, big store space
Enabling remote maintenance

Smart POS

Facial
Recognition

Doll
Catcher

……

Energy
Enabling smart terminals in the
integrated smart grid system
requiring URLLC

Enabling smart meters
（water/electric power/gas/heat）
Real-time monitoring, analyzing
and controlling on line

Smart Grid

Smart Water Meter

Electricity Power

Smart Gas Meter

photovoltaic

……
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Automotive & Transportation

Security
Enabling integrated security control system with
combined technologies of cellular wireless, AI, cloud
computing, and big data for real-time image data
collection, analysis and remote security control

IPC

POC

Police Camera

AI Access
Control

Smoke Alarm

Remote
Surveillance Drone

Enabling telematics application and 5G-V2X intelligent
connected vehicles to achieve highly coordinated
“people-Vehicle-Road-Cloud” and help transform
gradually from DA, PA, CA to autonomous drive

Commercial Car
T-Box

Intelligent
Transportation System

ADAS

DVR

Bus Toll
Collection

Autonomous
Drive

……

Industry IoT
Enabling smart factory MEC applications, high-solution IP camera, and 5G AGV to facilitate machine control at the edge,
predictive maintenance, and real-time data transmission for flexible production

CPE

Industrial DTU

Smart AGV/
IGV

Industry Router

Industry Gateway

Warehouse
Management

Flexible
Production

……
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Home

Agriculture

The wireless module combined with AI technology
enables the household products to work automatically
for people entertaining, home security keeping,
and housework

CPE

OTT Device

Home Router

Home CPE

Precise, intelligent and refined agriculture Fine and
unmanned breeding Autonomous agricultural driving

Agricultural
Machinery
Positioning

Farmland
Monitoring

Traceability of
Agricultural
Products

Smart Household Product

Smart Washer

Sweeping Robot

AI Speakers

Breeding
Monitoring

Hunting Camera

……

Telemedicine

Real-time data transmission
Remote Patient Monitoring

Smart Blood Pressure Monitor

Smart Cities

Smart infrastructure
Smart environment monitoring

Smart
Charging Pile

Smart Parking
System

Environment
Monitoring

Trash Bin
Remote
Surveillance

Smart energy management

Teleconsultation

Smart waste management
Remote Vital Signs
Monitoring Equipment

……
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4

Quality First,
Excellent
Services and
Information
Protection
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Quality Management and Customer Service
Philosophy and Practice about Quality Management
We deeply understand that quality, stability and reliability of industrial-level
products are the key to product success.
Our vision is to enrich the smart life, and our mission is to focus on customer
demand, provide safe and stable wireless connection and convenient services,

manufactured by world-known manufacturers like BYD that have specialized
production lines and advanced manufacturing capabilities, and undergo
production tests in the largest coverage scope.
Using GSM and GPS simulators, we conduct extensive software and hardware
tests in various harsh environments to ensure product performance to meet the

lower operating cost and maximize values for customers.

toughest quality standards.

In accordance with the R&D standards and processes for globally leading

In 2020, we continued to introduce automation. The introduction of automated

communication enterprises (such as IPD), we exercise strict control over product
quality in a systematic way across the whole product lifecycle from development
and design to testing and manufacturing, to enable the best quality and
performance of products. Our wireless communication and GPS modules are

production lines is of great significance to improving production efficiency,
shortening production cycles, enhancing product quality, increasing economic
benefits, lowering labor intensity and driving the development of relevant
technologies. As of the end of 2020, we introduced six automated production lines
in total. As a result, the product through rate increased by over 5%, the efficiency
rose by over 10%, and the manufacturing cost fell by about 5%.
While improving internal quality management and after-sales support, we also

Module products

Material management
• Supplier audit
• Material certification
• Full-process material quality
management
• Sealed samples of key
materials
• Environmental matters
management
• Incoming materials test

•
•
•
•
•

Amazon, Lenovo, TCL, Fujitsu, Hikvision, Dahua Technology, Inovance, Newland,
Sungrow, CVTE and Meituan to constantly enhance quality and improve customer
satisfaction. In 2020, we received on-site audit by 22 customers, with the passing
rate as high as 100%.

System Certification and Increase in Employees' Quality
Awareness
Process control

After-sales management
• Application guidebook
• Customer support
• Fast response and on-site
support

Hardware test
Software test
Reliability test
Target market certification
Environmental matters test

welcome audit by customers, and cooperate with industry-leading enterprises like

•
•
•
•

PFMEA-based risk points identification
MES full-process control
Advanced SMT equipment
AOI/ automated tests of mechanical
arms, etc.
• Strict shipping test and quality guarantee

We design and our EMS factories manufacture products that meet the highest
international and local health and safety standards. All products are compliant
with relevant specifications for banned or restricted materials. All our products
sold in European and American markets satisfy the latest RoHS environmental
directive and REACH provisions.
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In 2020, we passed the re-examination of the ISO9001 quality management system certification. We plan to start ISO45001 occupational health and safety management
system and ISO14001 environmental management system certification in 2021.
In 2020, we organized nearly 20 trainings about quality awareness, which covered all of our new employees and enhanced their quality awareness and knowledge. That’s
a move to implement our philosophy that everyone is the master of quality and contributes to quality.

Customer Service
We set up an after-sales quality service team, and rolled out a package of process and standard documents, such as the Rules of Fibocom on After-sales Services, the
Guidebook of Fibocom on Module Dismantling and Assembly, On-site Mass Customer Handling Process, and After-sales Management Process, so as to standardize
customer service process and define standards, improve customer satisfaction and increase the efficiency of handling customer problems. In 2020, we realized a customer
complaint completion rate of 100%.
Through fast response to customers’ problems on site, we reduced about RMB8 million of loss for customers on a cumulative basis by the end of the year.
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Information Safety

We developed Network and Information Safety Management System, etc. We
plan to kick off ISO27001 information safety management system certification
in 2021.
We attach great importance to information safety. New employees must watch
information safety videos and sign letters of commitment to information safety.
In July 2020, we launched a training about information safety awareness across
the Company, and over 200 new employees joined the training online or offline
and passed exams.

Hardware Construction
In 2020, the Information Technology Department completed the planning
and construction of the IDC machine room in the new office area, which was
successfully put into use.

System Support

Strengthening Information Security
Network and information security was strengthened from three perspectives,
i.e. blocking, separation and restoration.
To enable network access control, security software (such as desktop
management assistant and EDR antivirus software) needs to be installed, and
only by logging into and authenticating AD domain accounts can computers
be connected to the Company’s intranet. SIP, intranet separating wall, EDR
antivirus software, Huawei firewall, Leagsoft desktop management system
and Clerware were added to further optimize relevant security strategies.
Security strategies were intensified, such as the restriction on high-risk ports
(remote ports, ransomware related ports) at firewalls and exchangers, the
restriction on the network visits among different floors, the restriction on wired
and wireless network visits, and the restriction on the connection between
visitors’ WiFi to intranet.
We set up a backup mechanism, and deployed Clerware backup appliance

OA, PLM and ERP systems were successfully put into operation, and the SAP

to regularly back up important business systems and conduct backup and

system was officially launched in subsidiaries.

recovery drillings.
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5

Making Concerted
Efforts to Build
a Sustainable
Supply Chain
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We’re committed to long-term and steady cooperation with partners, and implement strategic procurement to achieve steady and sustainable win-win
development based on mutual trust. We exercise strict control from the very beginning, i.e. the introduction of suppliers, to ensure the introduction of
suppliers that meet quality, environmental protection and sustainable development requirements for in-depth cooperation and common growth.

● Optimizing and Standardizing Supplier
Introduction and Management

● Procurement Philosophy and Local Procurement
Strategy

We released the Supplier Development Management Procedure, which

We’re always geared up to the best industrial practice, and make

specifies the factors that are prioritized in the selection, assessment

sustainable development a major part of our procurement strategy.

and management of suppliers, including material quality and suppliers’

Through in-depth cooperation with suppliers, such as the establishment

technical capabilities, supply capabilities and high-level support. The

of strategic partnership, we help suppliers constantly improve quality.

introduction of suppliers and annual supplier audit are subject to QSA and
QPA, which cover quality systems, technical processes, environmental
matters management, sustainable development, protection of employees’
rights and interests, and production safety, etc.

Procurement philosophy: By standardizing supplier development,
assessment, certification and selection processes, we work to ensure
new supplier certification and selection to meet what is required in the
Company’s development and be fair and just. We establish a reasonable

Supplier introduction and audit are focused on supplier certification.

and complete supplier system to standardize procurement, improve

ISO9001 is a necessary and basic quality certification, and our eligible

product quality and lower procurement risks.

suppliers shall fully meet the conditions. Meanwhile, the certifications that
reflect the sustainable development and compliance levels of suppliers,
such as ISO14001, ISO45001 and QC080000, are important considerations
and pluses.

Meanwhile, we standardize supplier management, strengthen the
effective supervision over suppliers, develop the mechanism for benign
interactions with suppliers and the mechanism for benign competition
among suppliers, eliminate ineligible suppliers and supplement eligible
suppliers in a timely manner, and improve the level of cooperation with
suppliers.
Local procurement strategy: Local procurement is prioritized due to
consistent component performance and cost advantage. We switched
to procurement of local materials and developed corresponding KPI.
In 2020, domestic suppliers made up about 75% of the total number of
our suppliers, and the annual amount of procurement from local brands
comprised about 20%.
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● Responsible Procurement

customers, effectively supporting customers across the whole process.

We built a complete CSR management system for the supply chain, and

Environmental Matters Management

developed CSR agreements for all suppliers to sign and execute, with

We focus on environmental matters management, ensuring products

the contents covering labor standards, safety & health, environmental

to meet environmental matters management requirements from three

protection, environmental matters management, conflict minerals, business

dimensions, i.e. materials, products and manufacturing. At the material

ethics and management systems. We have defined CSR requirements for all

end, all suppliers need to sign procurement agreements and quality

the key parts across the lifecycle of suppliers.

guarantee agreements, and understand and promise the compliance with

• Introducing verification: CSR has the veto power as a critical threshold;
• Process management: CSR-based guidance, supervision and review;

environmental matters management requirements. Suppliers are required
to annually provide test reports issued by third party agencies like RoHS
and REACH or corporate-level letters of commitment.

• Exit from cooperation: A supplier that violates CSR requirements will be
restricted from cooperation or even disqualified.

In accordance with the access requirements of target markets, we send

Management of Conflict Minerals

meet environmental matters management requirements. We exercise

We are committed to purchasing raw materials like tin, tantalum, tungsten,
gold and cobalt in a responsible way, participating in industrial cooperation
and jointly advancing suppliers’ efforts to avoid and reduce the use of the

products to third-party institutions at the R&D stage to ensure them to
strict control over EMS factories and production lines to ensure all auxiliary
materials and manufacturing steps to meet environmental protection
requirements.

minerals contained in their products that directly or indirectly promote
behaviors like infringing upon human rights, harming the environment,
jeopardizing health or safety and nurturing corruption in accordance
with the OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains and
Chinese Due Diligence Guidelines for Responsible Mineral Supply Chains.
We require all the relevant suppliers to promise supplied materials are
from environmentally and socially responsible sources. Each new supplier
needs to submit the Conflict Minerals Reporting Template (CMRT) at the
introduction stage, and each eligible supplier needs to sign the Conflict
Minerals Compliance Management Announcement. Each year, we will
conduct conflict minerals investigations targeted at suppliers.
In 2020, we shared conflict minerals investigation results with a number of

● Supplier Performance Management
Based on the Supplier Development and Management Procedure, we
annually assess and identify important suppliers and include them into
quarterly assessment lists. We set up a joint assessment team that cover
R&D, quality, resources and procurement functions to assess and rate
suppliers from perspectives like quality, technical capabilities, mass
production, trial production and delivery, as well as high-level support.
Supplier performance ratings include A (excellent), B (good), C (eligible)
and D(ineligible). As for suppliers rated C or D, we’ll help them improve in
accordance with the management procedure. Implementation measures
include rectification within the specified time, reduction of procurement
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shares, restriction on business cooperation or even cancellation of

with weaker capabilities to help them enhance capabilities, ensure the

cooperation.

supply of quality products and thus grow with Fibocom.

Regarding important suppliers and suppliers with poor quarterly

Regarding EMS factories, we vigorously advance the application of advanced

performance, we’ll hold quarterly on-site quality improvement meetings.

equipment and automated production lines to minimize the influence of

We’ll carefully review suppliers’ improvement plans and advance actual

human factors on the fluctuations of product quality, and make EMS know

implementation to enhance quality.

the positive influence of high-tech equipment and automated production

We actively implement the multi-supplier strategy to improve supply and
quality. As for well-performing suppliers, we guide them properly through
business shares and encourage them to input resources to optimize quality
management and ensure material quality.
Through on-site QSA and QPA assessment, we ensure new suppliers to

lines on saving human labor, increasing efficiency and improving quality,
increase cooperation and accelerate the implementation of automated
production lines.
Regarding bottlenecks, EMS factories vigorously advance active
management through QCC to improve quality and efficiency.

meet our quality requirements, and ensure all-round quality improvements
by important suppliers.

● Supplier Communication Mechanism, Capability
Building and Development
We always value communication with suppliers, and have put in place
a regular communication mechanism that consists of annual supplier
meetings and quarterly business reviews (QBR), etc.
We always attach importance to suppliers’ capability building, and
seek for common growth with suppliers. We convey our CSR and quality
requirements to suppliers through multiple ways to enhance their
capabilities.
Regarding suppliers of major material categories, we vigorously tap
excellent industrial practice and experience and popularize them at each
supplier through tutorship. We provide special tutorship to the suppliers
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6

Achieving Win-win
Outcomes in the
Future and building
a Sustainable
Workplace
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Employees serve as an important driver powering Fibocom’s sustainable
development. So, being human-oriented, the Company fully respects employees’
values, and, by implementing competitive renumeration and diversified welfare
measures, establishing a comprehensive training and development mechanism
and creating a safe working environment, works to build an inclusive and

Safeguarding Legitimate
Rights and Interests

harmonious workplace and achieve the mutually beneficial development of the
Company and employees.

Employee Diversification

Core data about Fibocom HR management:

Committed to protecting employees’ rights and interests, Fibocom strictly
observes the Labor Law of the People’s Republic of China, the Labor Contract
Law of the People’s Republic of China and relevant laws and regulations of the
places where it operates, implements transparent and fair recruitment systems,
Total number of employees

1,275

opposes discrimination in any form, and gives zero tolerance to any form of child

Proportion of female
employees to the senior

Proportion of employees
with college background

management

and above

With Employee Manual at the core, Fibocom has developed comprehensive rules in

27%

90%

fair employment, employee training, promotion, transfer, suspension from duties

employment or labor exploitation.

and dismissal, approval for leaves, and the fair determination of renumeration, so
as to create a sound working environment and ensure diversification at workplace.
In accordance with the Labor Law and some other national and local laws
and regulations and based on the Company’s actual conditions, Fibocom has
developed a recruitment system, which focuses on the competency of a job

Full-year employee trainings

Full-year major safety

Fire accidents

of various kinds

accidents

0

8,423

person times

0

candidate for the job rather than factors like his/her race, gender, age or marital
status. Fibocom has unified standards in the selection, recruitment, treatment,
education and retaining of talents, and specified detailed measures in the HR
management system concerning recruitment, renumeration, promotion and
attendance management.
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Renumeration and Welfare

Culture mail box: It serves as a platform for the communication and spread of

In strict accordance with China’s labor laws and regulations and local documents,

ideas and cultures within the Company.

Fibocom signs labor contracts with employees, and pays social insurance and

Exchange meetings for college graduates：To improve the sense of

housing provident funds for employees; it implements human-oriented and
performance-based renumeration & welfare policies, establishes and improves a
post rank-based diversified renumeration system in combination with industrial
renumeration levels, and puts in place a performance assessment system that

belonging among new employees, the Company organizes meetings between
new college graduates and senior executives to answer questions raised by new
employees.

reflects post values and combines external competitiveness with internal fairness,

BBS：The Company’s BBS serves as a convenient and direct feedback

to encourage employees to enhance abilities and realize personal values.

mechanism for employees, promotes the internal exchanges among employees,

Fibocom implements the stock ownership incentive plan, according to which it
awards key executives and backbone employees with a certain number of stocks
or futures, so as to allow employees to share with the Company the economic
benefits from corporate development, participate in the Company’s decisionmaking, share profits and risks with the Company, and grow with the Company.

Communication with Employees

and encourages employees to air views freely for the Company’s constant
improvements.

President’s Mail Box：Employees can give feedback and reasonable
suggestions to President through the President’s Mail Box in the OA system.
President is always ready to listen to employees and help employees solve actual
problems.

Fibocom uses diverse ways of communication to listen to employees, handles
complaints in a timely manner and follows up optimization suggestions to
constantly improve employees’ satisfaction.

• Organization atmosphere survey
The Company carries out organization atmosphere surveys annually. In 2020, a
total of 900 employees participated in the organization atmosphere survey, with an
effective recovery rate of 82.1%. Based on survey results, the Company summarized
employees’ demand and made improvements in aspects like the management
system, equipment environment and communication platform.
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Enabling Career Development
Employee Training

No.

Description

2020

2019

2018

1

Total training expenditure
(RMB10,000)

102.5

90.8

25

learning organization. Employee trainings are focused on four aspects, i.e.

2

Total training hours (hour)

41512

6169

1413

professional knowledge, management skills, working skills and working

3

Total participants (persons)

8423

5511

1079

4

Per capita training cost
(RMB10,000)

0.07

0.11

0.08

5

Per capita training hours (hour)

16

6.8

2.5

The Company established a targeted and all-round training management
system by levels for all employees throughout the whole process to build a

attitude, with the purpose of improving employees’ competency for jobs
in an all-round way and promoting the common development between
employees and the Company.

The Company’s Talent Development System

Employee Promotion

Professional path

The HR Department has put in place

Sharing by experts

a company-wide talent training and

Experts

development system, which lays a
path leading an employee from a
college graduate to a general (expert)
and provides a strong talent reserve
for corporate development.

Management path
General managers
Mighty eagle program

Directors

Senior engineers

Elite eagle program

Elite program

Engineers
Professional technique
training

Managers
Flying eagle program

Assistant engineers
Young eagle program
Training of diversified
professional abilities

Training of layered and
classified leadership
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Career Development Path for Employees

ns

Led

ives
cent
n
i
y
en b
Driv
/
t
n
sme
sses
a
d
e
l
Leve
Professional
Professional
collaboration
level

College graduates
Young eagle training
camp

· Professional knowledge
and skills required
· Carrying out work under
process guidance
· Carrying out routine work
Responsible for personal
working results
· College (equivalent)
background or above

Specialized course
learning/sharing

execution
level

· Independently
completing work
or organizing other
persons to complete
work
· Project planning,
facilitation and
implementation
· Contribution to process
optimization
· Business backbone
and grass-roots
directors

b
by jo

Strategy execution
level
· Functional
management
· Complex project
management
· Affecting local
operating performance
· Improving functional
capabilities

tio
lifica
qua

Strategy planning
level
· Planning and leading
directions
· Solution integration and
innovation
· Affecting the · Company’s
medium and long-term
operating performance
· Improving systematic
organization capability

Operation &
management level
· The Company’s
development vision
· Leading business and
technical directions
· Having revolutionary
influence on the Company’s
medium and long-term
operating performance

KeyT
urnaround
Training
Promote

Flying eagle training
camp

Elite eagle training
camp

Mighty eagle training
camp
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Young Eagle Program
To build our own talent pool and train quality backbone talents with Fibocom’s characteristics, we recruit a number of excellent graduates from key
universities at home and overseas universities every year. In 2020, we signed labor contracts with

Professional quality:We introduce general quality
courses to help the "young eagles" enhance
professional quality, and add online professional
courses to help them improve professional skills.
Team spirit：With the growing number of "young
eagles", the training camp needs to be grouped.
During the process, we need to highlight team
spirit and increase competition and cooperation
among teams, so as to improve interactions and
collective perception among all "young eagles".
Career planning：We introduce the career path
course to help the "young eagles" raise the
awareness of long-term career development.

89 college graduates in total.

Tutor management：We select
excellent tutors and empower
them to improve their influence
on "young eagles" through
words and actions that reflect
corporate cultures.

1+1 tutor plan
Intensive training camp We arrange tutors for

Through our WeChat group,
we follow up college
graduates three months
before their joining the
Company.

We carry out a 15day intensive training
centering on the
college graduate
training program.

Annual appraisal
and awarding
of excellent
performers
Growth
acceleration

Reporting on
becoming a
regular employee

Campus acceleration

Specialized system courses
Professional system courses

college graduates,
exercise systematic
follow-up management
on a monthly basis, and
select excellent tutors.

On-site oral defenses
are required before
a college graduate
becomes a regular
employee of Fibocom.

We enable more
professional learning
both online and
offline to promote
performance
improvements.

Annual excellent
college graduate
appraisal and
awarding meetings
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Caring for Employees’ Amateur Life
The Company has set up several associations or groups, such as the badminton
association, basketball association, football association, jogging group and
dancing group, and funded their activities. Supporting employees’ interest, the
Company regularly holds activities to enrich employees’ amateur life and improve
employees’ physical and mental health.
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Guaranteeing Health and Safety
Fibocom provides a safe and comfortable working environment for
employees, and makes "observing laws and regulations, putting safety
foremost, cherishing life and placing prevention first"the consistent guideline
in daily operation. In 2020, Fibocom saw no major violations against
occupational health and safety, and reported zero major safety accidents and

Safety Education
The Company provides AED first aid and emergency response trainings to
help employees learn how to save themselves and others.

zero fire accidents.

Occupational Health and Safety Management
We analyzed the fire prevention points in offices, and strengthened fire
prevention measures (such as adding fire extinguishers) at high-risk points
(such as labs, machine rooms and archive rooms).
We developed the Typhoon and Rainstorm Response Plan, the Safety

Guarantee Plan for Holidays and Festivals and Fire Prevention Management
Manual , and trained security guards to implement the measures, so as to ensure
the safety of workplaces.
We check the status of fire extinguishers on a monthly basis to ensure they
are normal and available for use. We patrol labs on a daily basis to prevent
hidden fire hazards.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, we provide disinfection materials and
distribute epidemic prevention materials.

AEDs are provided in office areas in case of need.
The Company provides fire prevention and security trainings for security
guards on a monthly basis and fire prevention and security trainings for
persons in charge of security in departments on a quarterly basis, so as to

We set up a special emergency response group.

improve the awareness of preventing hidden hazards.

Signs of safety and escape routes are available in office areas and relevant

Publicity about fire prevention and security is organized among all

workers are organized to check the operation of the signs on a daily basis.

employees.
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7

Safeguarding Our
Green Homeland
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We know clearly that the Company can’t achieve sustainable development without concern over environmental issues. As a leading provider of IoT wireless
communication module solutions, Fibocom has been committed to becoming a practitioner and advocate of green development. We’ve kept exploring green
solutions in operation, so as to minimize the impact of our operation on the environment in an all-round way.

Green Operation
Electricity Use Plan and
Management Manual
At Fibocom, energies are consumed mainly during office operation, with the
main energy types including externally purchased electricity and gasoline.
Based on Fibocom’s operation mode, we’ll continue building a green and
Indicator

Energy
consumption

Greenhouse
gas emission

Water
consumption

Unit

The indoor air-conditioner temperature in summer and
the temperature in the test rooms of labs shall be clearly
specified.
Door and window patrols shall be conducted, and open

2020

doors and windows shall be closed in a timely manner to

Electricity

KWh

897,125.0

avoid waste of electricity.

Gasoline

Liter

22,225.0

Total energy
consumed

The time to turn on air conditioners in office areas in

Tons of standard coal

Energy consumption
intensity

Tons of standard coal per RMB100
million of operating revenue

5.0

Direct emission

Tons of carbon dioxide equivalent

59.1

Indirect emission

Tons of carbon dioxide equivalent

764.6

Emission intensity

Tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per
RMB100 million of operating revenue

Quantity of water
consumed
Water consumption
intensity

m3

136.7

30.0
2,880.0

m3 per RMB100 million of operating
revenue

105.0

Domestic waste

ton

155.4

General waste Waste furniture

ton

2.5

ton

0.6

Waste paper

summer, the time to turn on lights and corresponding
management measures shall be clearly specified.
Off-peak electricity consumption plans shall be developed
for the peak season of summer, and air-conditioners shall
be used alternately during lunch break.
The time to turn on and off water dispensers in office
areas, lights in restrooms and ventilators shall be clearly
specified.
Use of high-power electrical appliances, such as
microwave ovens and ovens, are strictly
prohibited across the Company.

Note: The scope of the data covers domestic office areas and excludes overseas officer areas.
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healthy office environment, in a bid to contribute our share to easing the
climate change.

Green Products

Fibocom encourages the headquarters and subsidiaries to maximize the
saving of energies through optimization and control at the source. To
effectively advance the green office move, the Administration Department
has put in place a comprehensive electricity consumption plan and a
management manual, clearly specifying electricity use measures in each
office area. Besides, we also regularly carry our publicity about green office to
help employees behave in an environment-friendly way in daily working.
Fibocom not only pays attention to environmental protection in its own
operation, but also extends the concern over environmental protection
into downstream factories to further improve the overall environmental
management across the value chain. During corporation and procurement,
Fibocom gives priority to the factories with ISO 14001 certificates, while
teaming up with some factories to advance energy conservation and
emission reduction. For example, in 2020, to increase energy efficiency at our
EMS factories, a whole plant building was reconstructed for the use of LED
lights, and a whole floor of workshops were refit into constant-temperature

The shortage of infrastructures resembles a huge gap restricting the economic
development of many remote areas, where reliable communication ways are
needed to enable effective connection with the outer world. As a clean energy
almost available in every corner of the world, solar power is increasingly becoming
a way to shorten the distance between remote areas and cities. At Fibocom, we’re
dedicated to facilitating the process through our products. The solar energy lowpower consumption video monitoring solution, developed based on Fibocom’s
LTE Cat 1 module L610, is a cost-effective monitoring and transmission product
designed to meet the demand in the outdoor civil monitoring market. Embedded
with the 4G camera that consumes little energy, powered by solar panels and
lithium batteries and based on our efficient LTE Cat 1 module, the product
effectively solves the difficult problem about monitoring in the application scenario
featuring the lack of wired networks and direct power supply.

dehumidifying ones with fire-proof materials.
In 2020, two of our EMS factories successfully passed the CSR reviews
by important customers like Amazon and Dell, with the green measures
recognized by many major international customers.

Monitor the construction
site remotely

Monitor the orchard
remotely

Power supply
by solar energy

Monitor the fishpond
remotely

Monitor the pasture
remotely

Monitoring center

Support remote access
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8

EnterpriseUniversity
Cooperation and
Targeted Poverty
Alleviation
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While seeking for the sustainable development of the Company, we also take active part
in public welfare activities to contribute to the society. centering around the Company’s
positioning and technical and resources advantages, we’ve launched a series of
donation and charity programs in aspects like talent training, rural revitalization and
poverty alleviation through education.
Fibocom and Xidian University have carried out cooperation in fields like the
"development of engineering education courses", "joint establishment of labs"and"joint
setup of innovation internship bases".
Fibocom set up "Fibocom Elite Student Award and Scholarship"at the Education
Foundation of Xidian University to help excellent students from poor families complete
college study and support university building and development. The funds will be
donated in five years, with RMB200,000 donated during the reporting period.
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In terms of poverty alleviation through education, Fibocom set up “Fibocom
Pearl Class” at Bama High Senior School, Guangxi by making donations through
XHEF to support 50 students completing 3-year senior high school study.
We bless for all Pearl Class students! The children who have to give up study
because of poverty resemble pearls that are buried underground and lose
their gloss. We must help them continue with education and turn back into
shining pearls. We render the children living in mountains better educational
resources today, and hope they will study in schools of higher learning, become
an important part of the society and contribute to the society when they have
the ability one day in the future. At Fibocom, we will inherit the sense of social
responsibility and pass on love with actions to make further contribution to the
society.
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